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Method - Fish:

Method - Smiley Face:

Using Excess Glitter:
After the projects above, you will have some left 
over glitter which can be mixed together to make a 
“multi-coloured” glitter – either use in the same ways 
as above or…

Step 1:
Lay the stencil onto the paper and hold it flat while you brush 
glue through the stencil (you could also secure the stencil 
with Blue Tak to hold in place).

Step 2:
Take the shaker and push out 
the holes to enable the shaker to 
dispense the powder.

Step 3:
Turn the shaker top opening to the first 
colour using the circle (rather than 
the sprinkle) and shake out the Glitter 
Powder in a vertical line to give the 
striped effect.

Step 4:
Turn the top of shaker to the next colour and continue as per 
Step 3 until the entire fish shape is covered in Glitter Powder.

Step 5:
Carefully remove 
stencil, lift the 
paper and shake 
off excess Glitter 
Powder onto 
another piece of 
paper, leave aside 
to dry.

You will need:
•	 Five	Star	Glitter	Powder	6	in1	Rainbow	Shaker
•	 Five	Star	Glitter	Powder	6	in1	Standard	Shaker
•	 Five	Star	Sponge	Foam	Stamper	Set
•	 Five	Star	Classroom	PVA	Glue
•	 Five	Star	Stubbie	Brush	R2
•	 Fish	stencil
•	 White	paper

To	ensure		
your	artwork	does	

not	keep	“dropping”	
glitter	after	

completion,	use	a	
spray	adhesive	or	

fixative	or	even		
hair	spray.

Step 1:
Pour out some glue onto a piece of paper, 
larger enough to put the Foam Stamper 
into.

Step 2:
Dip the Foam Stamper Smiley Face into the 
glue and ensure an even amount of glue is over 
the sponge with no excess around any edges 
(this ensure a definite edge once the glitter is 
applied).

Step 3:
Take the shaker and push out the holes to enable the shaker to 
dispense the powder (if not already done).

Step 4:
Turn the shaker top opening to the first colour using the circle 
or sprinkle option and shake 
the Glitter Powder over the 
entire smiley face.

Step 5:
Lift the paper and shake off 
the excess Glitter Powder 
onto another piece of paper. 
Either set side to dry or add 
another face by repeating the 
steps above.

Spread glue over the entire sheet of paper and sprinkle the 
multi-coloured glitter over.  Using the wooden end of the 
Stubbie Brush, draw shapes through the Glitter Powder.  
Leave until the glue has dried before you shake off the excess.

glitter 6 in 1

Create a Fish & Smiley face

Bright IdeaBright Idea
Fine particles of brightly coloured glitter in a convenient shaker container – select top to pour or a fine sprinkle. 
The Glitter Powder 6 in1 Shaker comes with 6 colours, either standard or rainbow. Ideal for glitter projects 
or adding that special touch to paintings and art projects. You can also make your own glitter glue by adding 
Glitter Powder to Five Star Paper Paste, School Cellulose Paste or All Purpose Paste. GS01
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